Miss Sarah’s Learning at Home Activity
Hanging Clifford Lantern

Related Language Arts Lesson January 3, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- 2 pieces of red construction paper
- 1 piece of black construction paper
- 1 piece of white construction paper
- Scissors
- Glue, tape, or a stapler
- Markers, crayons, colored pencils, etc.
- String (optional)

Directions:
1. Roll one piece of red construction paper into a tube. Tape or glue it to keep the tube from unrolling.
2. Cut out two circular eyes from the white paper, adding black ovals for the pupils.
3. Attach eyes to the red tube body.
4. Cut out a nose shape from the black paper and attach it to the red tube.
5. Cut ear shapes from your second piece of red paper and attach it to the sides of the tube.
6. Using markers or crayons, add additional features to dog such as a mouth.
7. Using more of your black paper, cut one strip and attach it to the bottom of the tube as a collar.
8. If desired, attach string to the top so you can hang your Clifford lantern.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning